Title: ONLINE SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR USING THE SAME

Abstract: The present invention relates to a home appliance which can communicate with an outside of the home appliance, an online system and a method for using the online system including the same. According to embodiments of the present invention, a method for using an online system may be provided including the steps of log in a server by transmitting user information to the server through an external terminal, selecting a laundry machine of which course updating is desired through the external terminal and transmitting the same to the server, receiving updatable course information from the server, and displaying the information on the external terminal, selecting an updating desired course through the external terminal, and transmitting selected course information to the server, and updating the laundry machine with the selected course through the server.
Description

Title of Invention: ONLINE SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR USING THE SAME

Technical Field
[1] The present invention relates to a laundry machine, and more particularly, to a laundry machine which can perform, not only original functions of the laundry machine, but also additional functions by communication with an outside of the laundry machine. The additional functions include extended functions from the original functions of the laundry machine and include new functions which have no relation to the original functions of the laundry machine. Such a laundry machine may be called as a smart laundry machine.

[2] The present invention also relates to an online system including the smart laundry machine, which enables to use the smart laundry machine at a low cost, easily.

[3] The present invention relates to an online system for updating a course of a smart laundry machine through an external terminal, and a method for using the same.

[4] The present invention also relates to a smart home appliance in a further extended mode, and an online system including the same, and a method for using an online system.

Background Art
[5] A washing machine which washes clothes is a typical laundry machine, and a dryer which dries clothes may also be called as the laundry machine. Of course, a washing and drying machine which can wash and dry clothes may also be called as the laundry machine.

[6] Recently, a refresher which refreshes clothes, not with water, but with hot air or steam, is introduced to marketplaces, and may also be called as the laundry machine.

[7] Along with this, a dishwasher may also be called as the laundry machine, though the dishwasher does not wash the clothes. Therefore, the laundry machine in this specification includes all of the different kinds of machines described above.

[8] The specification will describe the laundry machine taking a washing machine as a typical example. The laundry machine is applicable to other kinds of laundry machine if the laundry machine does not exclude, or in contrary, to the other kind of laundry machine.

[9] FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic view of a control panel in a related art washing machine, which is also applicable to the present invention.

[10] The control panel is provided for interfacing with a user. Therefore, in general, the control panel is provided to a front of the washing machine for user's easy access and
operation. The control panel has various buttons for user’s operation, and may have various display units for providing information to the user.

A main function of the washing machine is washing. Accordingly, the washing machine is provided with a course selection unit 110 or a main function selection unit for selecting various washing courses, for the user to select a course. As an example, the course selection unit 110 may be provided in a shape of a rotary knob. In order to make user's course selection easy, a course indicating unit 111 may be provided to the control panel 100, for enabling the user to select a desired washing course by handling the course selection unit 110 to match with the course indicating unit.

FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic view showing the course indicating unit 111 having different washing courses indicated thereon around the rotary knob 110 so that the user may select a washing course by turning the rotary knob 110. In order to indicate washing course selected thus, an indicating unit 121 may be provided, and with reference to this, the user may notice the washing course selected thus easily. The indicating unit 121 may be embodied with a flashing LED or the like.

An option selection unit 120 may be provided for adding functions to, or changing, the main functions. The option selection unit 120 may be provided in a variety of modes. As an example, FIG. 1 illustrates the option selection unit 120 which enables to select options related to washing, rinsing, spinning, a water temperature, drying, steam, and scheduled operation. An option indicating unit 122 may also be provided, which may indicate selected the option, embodied with an LED the same as before.

The control panel 100 may be provided with a state indicating unit 130 for indicating a state of the washing machine. The state indicating unit 130 may indicate the present operation state of the washing machine, a user's course or option selection state, information on time, and so on.

For an example, if the washing machine performs a rinsing step presently, the state indicating unit 130 may indicate "in a rinsing step". If the washing machine is waiting for a user's course input, the state indicating unit 130 may indicate "Please input a washing course". And, the state indicating unit 130 may indicate the present time, or a time period (A remained time period) until the washing machine carries out an entire washing course to finish operation.

In the meantime, the control panel 100 may be provided with a power selection unit 140 for applying or cutting off power to the washing machine, and a run/pause selection unit 150 for putting the washing machine into operation or pause.

The control panel 100 described before and the washing machine including the same have the following problems.

Besides a configuration for basic user interface, the control panel 100 is difficult to embody additional user interface due to a problem from a view point of space. Of
course, though a complicate user interface may be embodied at the control panel 100, the complicate user interface has a problem in that user's excessive concentration and knowledge on operation is required. And, since the control panel 100 has difficulty in fabrication and requires a large sized memory, the washing machine itself becomes expensive too much.

Along with this, since the selection units 110 and 120 and the indicating units 111, 121, and 122 have respective functions set already, extension of the functions are not easy.

And, in general, the washing machine is positioned at a washing room which is not a place the user accesses thereto, frequently. Therefore, the user can not but has much trouble of personally entering in the washing room and accessing to the washing machine only for using the washing machine. And, even if different pieces of information are indicated with the indicating units 111, 121, 122, and 130, the indication of information may be meaningless if the user does not access to the washing machine, personally.

Consequently, it is required to provide a laundry machine which can carry out, not only the original functions of the laundry machine, but also the extended functions from the original functions of the laundry machine or new functions not related to the original functions of the laundry machine.

Along with this, it is necessary to provide a laundry machine which can embody extension of a function or a new function without requiring replacement or modification of a related art control panel, i.e., without change of hardware of a washing machine.

Moreover, most of the laundry machines have difficulty of user interface extension due to limitations on space or expense. Particularly, the user needs to update a new course in addition to courses provided to the laundry machines in default. However, user's desire to provide additional selection means to the related art laundry machine for selecting an updated course has gone contrary to the user's wishes.

Consequently, provision of a laundry machine is required, which enables the user to perform the course update easily, and notice the updated course easily, and an online system including the same.

Particularly, provision of a laundry machine is required, which can embody extension of a function, or additional function or a new function without requiring replacement or modification of a related art control panel, i.e., without change of hardware of the washing machine.

Along with this, it is required to provide an online system and a method for providing the same which can perform course update easily according to user's need regardless of place. That is, it is preferable that the update can be performed, not only at the
laundry machine, but also through the external terminal, such as a smart phone.

In the meantime, course updating may be required, not only for the laundry machine, such as a dryer, a washing machine, a refresher, a dishwasher, but also for many home appliances, such as an oven, a cleaner, refrigerator, a water purifier, an air conditioner, and so on. That is, updating of different forms of new courses, such as a power saving course, a power course, a product diagnosis course other than functions performed in default is required.

Therefore, the problem will not be a problem only limited to the laundry machine, merely. The problem may also be applicable to the refrigerator, the oven, the air conditioner, or a robot cleaner. This is because such home appliances also have a configuration matching to the control panel of the laundry machine, i.e., a configuration for user interface. And, this is because the home appliances also have a selection unit for performing an original function and a display unit matching to the selection unit, and requirements for extension of a function and embodying a new function is the same with the laundry machine. That is, this is because most of the home appliances also have difficulty of user interface extension due to limitations on space or expense.

Accordingly, the specification will be described focused on a washing machine as a typical example of the home appliances, and may be applicable to other home appliances as far as the home appliance is not exclusive and contrary to other home appliances.

**Disclosure of Invention**

**Technical Problem**

To solve the problems, an object of the present invention is to provide an online system, and a method for using the same.

An object of the present invention is to provide a home appliance which can carry out, not only the original functions of the home appliance, but also functions extended further or new functions by embodiments of the present invention.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a home appliance which is made to enable to make communication with an outside of the home appliance for receiving different pieces of information from a server or an external terminal easily for extending functions of, and convenient use, of the home appliance by using the information by embodiments of the present invention; and an online system including the same.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a home appliance which is made to enable to make communication with an outside of the home appliance for transmitting different pieces of information on a laundry machine to a server or an external terminal for extending functions of, and convenient use, of the home appliance
by using the information by embodiments of the present invention; and an online system including the same.

Another object of the present invention is to provide an online system for updating a course of a laundry machine through an external terminal without direct communication between the laundry machine and the external terminal by an embodiment of the present invention, and a method for using the same.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a home appliance, particularly, a laundry machine, which can enhance user’s satisfaction and reliability by an embodiment of the present invention.

Another object of the present invention is to provide an online system including not only a laundry machine, but also home appliances which require a course update and a method for using the same, for performing secure updating by an embodiment of the present invention.

**Solution to Problem**

To achieve these objects and other advantages and in accordance with the purpose of the invention, as embodied and broadly described herein, an object of the present invention provides an online system having a, a server and an application mounted thereto, and a method for using the same. Particularly, the home appliance may be a laundry machine. And, the online system may include a user site for registering user information. The user information may include a user ID and password.

The user information registered through the user site may be transmitted to, and registered to the server. And, the user information may be registered to the server together with the home appliance when the home appliance is registered to the server.

When the home appliance is registered to the server, the user information registered to the user site and a device ID unique to the home appliance may be transmitted to the user site, altogether. The user site can match the user information and the device ID to each other and can certify the same. And the user site transmits the user information to the server, and the server can register the user and the home appliance.

An embodiment of the present invention provide a method for using an online system including the steps of log in a server by transmitting user information to the server through an external terminal, selecting a laundry machine of which course updating is desired through the external terminal and transmitting the same to the server, receiving updatable course information from the server, and displaying the information on the external terminal, selecting an updating desired course through the external terminal, and transmitting selected course information to the server, and updating the laundry machine with the selected course through the server.

The server may transmit updatable course information provided applicable to the
laundry machine based on selected laundry machine information to the external terminal.

[42] The server may transmit existing updated course information and newly updatable course information of the laundry machine to the external terminal, with the existing updated course information made distinctive from the newly updatable course information.

[43] The external terminal may display the existing updated course information and the newly updatable course information, with the existing updated course information made distinctive from the newly updatable course information. According to this, the user can notice the updated course to the home appliance presently and the newly updatable course with this easily.

[44] If the external terminal selects the newly updatable course, the existing updated course may be replaced with the selected new course to update the existing updated course of the laundry machine.

[45] It is preferable that the user information may include user ID and password registered to the server.

[46] It is preferable that the server is plural, and the user can select a server the user is to access through the external terminal. The server may be plural according to regions and language used. However, a selected server is required to be same with the server the laundry machine is registered thereto.

[47] The server may include a step for determining whether the laundry machine of the user is registered or not after log in, and transmitting a result of the determination to the external terminal. The external terminal indicates a registered laundry machine for enable the user to select if any. This is because a plurality of the laundry machines may be registered. For an example, a washing machine and a dryer may be registered. And, the external terminal may indicate a method for registering the laundry machine to the server if there is no registered laundry machine. In this case the user may input the user information to the server through the laundry machine to register the laundry machine to the server. In this instance, the server can perceive the laundry machine information with reference to information from the laundry machine, and may store the laundry machine information and the user information, with the laundry machine information matched with the user information.

[48] It is preferable that the laundry machine has a WiFi communication module mounted thereto, with a server address for communication with the server.

[49] The laundry machine includes a touch display for displaying or providing input means for connecting the WiFi communication module to the server. The input means may be a menu button.

[50] The laundry machine can embody steps for communication connection to the server
through the touch display.

The SSID information on an AP and the user information may be inputted to the touch display, for the WiFi communication module to communicate with the server through the AP, and to register the laundry machine information and the user information to the server, altogether.

An embodiment of the present invention provides a method for using an online system, including the steps of registering a user to a server by using user information inputted to a user site, inputting the user information to an external terminal provided to enable to update a course of a laundry machine to log in the server, determining whether the laundry machine of the user is registered to the server or not after log in, and transmitting a result of the determination to the external terminal, the external terminal indicating a registered laundry machine for enabling the user to select if any, and indicating a method for registering the laundry machine to the server if there is no registered laundry machine, if a laundry machine of which course update is desired is selected through the external terminal, transmitting information on the selected laundry machine to the server, receiving updatable course information from the server, and displaying the same on the external terminal, selecting an update desired course through the external terminal, and transmitting the selected course information to the server, and updating the laundry machine with the course selected thus through the server.

The server transmits existing updated course information and newly updatable course information of the laundry machine to the external terminal, with the existing updated course information made distinctive from the newly updatable course information.

If a new course is updated, the external terminal replaces an existing update course with the new update course. And, if the external terminal selects a newly updatable course, the existing updated course may be replaced with the selected new course to update the existing updated course of the laundry machine.

The laundry machine may include a touch display which displays default courses, user generated courses, and updated courses for enabling the user to select.

If the external terminal selects a new updatable course and finishes updating the new updatable course, the touch display of the laundry machine may display the selected new course replacing the existing updated course.

An embodiment of the present invention may provide an online system including a server for providing remote management service, a user site for registering a user by inputting user information thereto, and transmitting the user information to the server, to register the user to the server, a home appliance having a unique ID for transmitting the user information registered to the user site and the device ID to the user site or the server to register to the server, and communication connected to the server through
WiFi communication connection to the AP for receiving remote management service through the server, and an external terminal having an application mounted thereto which is communication connected to the server, for transmitting the user information and home appliance information desired to have remote management service provided thereto to the server, and requesting the remote management service of the home appliance to the server on behalf of the home appliance.

An embodiment of the present invention may provide a laundry machine having remote management service provided thereto through a server, including a main controller, a display provided to receive user AP information to be communication connected to information on a user registered to a user site, and a WiFi communication module for transmitting the user information and the user AP information inputted to the display to the user site to register the laundry machine to the server, and maintaining communication connection to the server for having remote management service requested by the laundry machine through an external terminal communication connected to the server after the registration.

A display controller may be provided separate from the main controller for controlling the display, and it is preferable that the WiFi communication module is provided to the display controller.

Along with this, an embodiment of the present invention may provide a recording medium having the method for using an online system stored therein.

The foregoing embodiments can be embodied compositely in a range the embodiments are not contrary to, or exclusive from, one another, and can be embodied with characteristics described in the specification, compositely.

**Advantageous Effects of Invention**

An embodiment of the present invention can provide a laundry machine which can perform a further extended function without change of hardware. Especially, the present invention can provide a laundry machine or a home appliance which can provide extensibility without requiring a separate device for indicating and selecting a newly updated course.

An embodiment of the present invention enables communication between a laundry machine and a server to use a variety of services provided from the server at the laundry machine.

An embodiment of the present invention provides an online system for updating a course of a laundry machine through an external terminal without direct communication between the laundry machine and the external terminal, and a method for using the same.

An embodiment of the present invention provides an online system including, not
only a laundry machine, but also home appliances, which requires a course update, and a method for using the same, for performing secure updating.

An embodiment of the present invention enables secure communication connection between a home appliance in a building and a server through a WiFi communication module and a fixed AP in the building. And, an external terminal communicates, not with the home appliance directly, but with the server. Accordingly, communication among the home appliance, the server, and the external terminal becomes smoother and more secure, enabling to update a course of the home appliance through the external terminal, more smoothly.

**Brief Description of Drawings**

The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide further understanding of the disclosure and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this application, illustrate embodiments of the disclosure and together with the description serve to explain the principle of the disclosure.

In the drawings:

FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic view of a control panel of a laundry machine which is an example of a home appliance.

FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic view of an entire configuration in which servers, home appliances, and external terminals are interrelated, which may be embodied by an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram showing a mode of an embodiment in which a DM client is mounted to a display board of a home appliance.

FIG. 4 illustrates a schematic view of an embodiment of a configuration and a procedure of signup and activation.

FIG. 5 illustrates a schematic view of an embodiment of a procedure of downloading an application from an external terminal, and a configuration and a procedure for a user to request a management service.

FIG. 6 illustrates a schematic view of an embodiment of a configuration and a procedure on firmware or software upgrade.

FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic view of an embodiment of a configuration and a procedure on software management service.

FIG. 8 illustrates a schematic view of an embodiment of a configuration and a procedure on remote control service.

FIG. 9 illustrates a schematic view of an embodiment of a configuration and a procedure on diagnosing or monitoring management service.

FIG. 10 illustrates a diagram showing a procedure and a configuration for communication connection of a home appliance.
FIG. 11 illustrates a diagram of an initial frame of a display unit in a home appliance.

FIG. 12 illustrates a diagram showing an embodiment of a frame on a display unit in a home appliance for a home appliance registration.

FIG. 13 illustrates a diagram showing an embodiment of a frame on an external terminal for online service selection.

FIG. 14 illustrates a diagram showing an embodiment of a frame on an external terminal for log in.

FIG. 15 illustrates a diagram showing an embodiment of a frame on an external terminal when there is no registered product.

FIG. 16 illustrates a diagram showing an embodiment of a frame on an external terminal when a plurality of products are registered.

FIG. 17 illustrates a diagram showing an embodiment of a frame on an external terminal for updating a course.

FIG. 18 illustrates a diagram showing an embodiment of a frame on an external terminal when updating of a course is finished.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

Reference will now be made in detail to the specific embodiments of the present invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like parts.

FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic view of an embodiment of an online system which can embody the present invention, showing an entire configuration in which home appliances in a home are communication connected to, and managed by, a server.

In order to carry out remote management service, a server 10 is required for managing all of the home appliances to be managed. The home appliances 20 and 21 to be managed are communication connected to the server for carrying out an order transmitted from the server 10. A service request may be received at the server through the home appliance 20. Moreover, in order to receive the service request from the user through means other than the home appliance, separate means, such as an Internet site (Hereafter"User site", See FIG. 4), an external terminal or a user terminal 40, may be provided. Detail examples of the remote management service will be described, later.

In this instance, the external terminal or the user terminal 40 is a device provided separate from the home appliances or the server, such as a cellular phone, a smart phone, a notebook, and a computer having a communication module to enable communication with an outside of the device.

An enterpriser who carries out management of the home appliances can provide the remote management service by constructing the server. And, if required, the enterpriser
may construct the user site described above.

The user may have the remote management service by purchasing a product 20 which can have the remote management service provided by the server 10. The product may be provided with a communication module for communication with the server 10 and a client side protocol for carrying out the order from the server. In the meantime, for an existing product which can not have the management service provided by the server, a separate device having the communication module and the client side protocol may be used. By purchasing and connecting the separate device to the existing product, the existing product may have the remote management service provided thereto.

The product 20 intended to have the remote management service from the server 10 may register a unique device ID of the product 20 to the server 10 for management by the server 10.

If an access is made from the home appliance 20 to the server 10, the server can identify the home appliance with the device ID. The server may have characteristic information (For an example, a kind of the product, model information, and so on) on the home appliance registered thereto together with the device ID. In this instance, though the device ID may be made without relation to the characteristic information on the product, such as the kind of the product, and the model information, the device ID may be encoded together with the characteristic information on the product. Accordingly, the server 10 may also be made to perceive the kind of the product or the model information on the product only with the device ID.

The user may have the remote management service for the home appliances 20 registered to the server 10 provided thereto upon request a service to the server 10 through the home appliances. For an example, if the user selects and inputs a desired service to a display window (Display unit) in a refrigerator 21, the refrigerator 21 can request the service to the server 10.

In the meantime, in many cases, the home appliances, such as the refrigerator, a cleaner, the oven, the air conditioner, and a water purifier, do not always position adjacent to the user. Therefore, a service request to the server through the home appliances 20 may not be easy. Moreover, in many cases, the home appliances may not have devices which can receive or display different pieces of information provided thereto. Accordingly, the service may be requested to the server through an external terminal 40 the user always carries, such as the smart phone. For this, an application may be installed to the external terminal 40 for embodying the service. Since the external terminal 40, such as the smart phone, has devices provided thereto for receiving or displaying the different information, the request for service can be made, very conveniently.
And, though it will be described later, remote management, remote control, monitoring, and diagnosis of the home appliances may be made through the application. Those functions are one example of the remote management service described before.

In this case, the external terminal 40 communicates with the server 10 directly, and the server 10 communicates with the home appliances 21 and 22. With this, the user can request the remote management service through the external terminal 40, and can also notice information on carrying out and finish of the service, easily.

However, in order to request, and carrying out, the service, it is required to specify relations among the user's external terminal 40, the home appliance 20 service for which is desired, and the server 10. That is, if the user accesses to the server 10 through the home appliance 20, though a service object can be specified to the server as the access is made through the ID of the home appliance at the time of the access, if the access is made not through the home appliance 20, it may be required to determine how to specify a service objective home appliance.

As an example, the user may access to the user site (See FIG. 4), inputs the device ID of the home appliance desired to have the service provide thereto, and requests the service. However, in this case, the user has inconvenience of recollecting entire device IDs of the home appliances the user has.

The user site may be made to resolve such inconvenience. The user may signup to the user site and have a user ID and a password given to the user. The user may log-in the user site and register all the home appliances the user owns thereto. The home appliances registered to the user site may be registered to the server together with the user ID. This may be done by automatic transmission of the user ID and the device IDs matched to the user ID from the user site to the server. With above steps, the server may have user information on the user, and home appliance information on the home appliances stored therein. Of course, the user information and the home appliance information is stored in the server matched to each other.

In the meantime, the user may also signup the user site with the application mounted to the external terminal to have the user ID and password given thereto. Of course, the user may also register all of the home appliances the user owns to the user site. The application may be provided for the remote management service of a particular home appliance, or a plurality of home appliances. Detailed items on this will be described later.

In this instance, the user may access to the user site to register user information including the user ID and password to the server. The registration of the home appliance to the server may be performed through the home appliance. That is, since the home appliance has the server address, by transmitting the user information and the
home appliance information to the server, communication between the two may start. In this instance, the server matches the home appliance to the user.

[104] With this, the server can know information that a particular user has a particular product, and where the particular product is installed.

[105] Moreover, the registration of the home appliances 20 to the server 10 described before may also be made with an activation procedure to be described later.

[106] In any case, if the user has the ID issued thereto, the ID may be registered to, and managed by, the server 10, together with the home appliance information of the user, i.e., unique information on products, such as the device IDs.

[107] The service received from the user through the user site, the external terminal 40, or the home appliance 20 may be carried out as a manager gives an order to the server 10 on the management service. Or, by direct communication with the server through an open API of the server, the user site, the external terminal, or the home appliance 20 may make management request to the server, directly.

[108] The server 10 has a server side protocol provided thereto for the management service, wherein the server side protocol carries out the management service request thus in interrelation with a server side protocol of the product.

[109] As a protocol for carrying out the management service between the server 10 and the home appliance 20, an OMA DM (Open Mobile Alliance Device Management) protocol may be used. Therefore, if the OMA DM protocol is used, it may be said that the server side is a DM server, and the home appliance side is a DM client. Of course, not the OMA DM, but other solution may be used. Though the embodiment suggests using the OMA DM protocol, the present invention is not limited to this.

[110] The management service may have the following management details.

[III] Bootstrap: In order to carry out an initial management session, the DM client needs certification information from the DM server, and network setting information for connection to the network. A step for above is called as Bootstrap.

[112] Provisioning: The home appliance which carries out the management session initially is registered to the DM server with the Bootstrap, and configuration of the home appliance is updated for providing the service to the home appliance. A step for above is called as Provisioning.

[113] Configuration Management: Management work for referring to, changing home appliance related setting information, or setting, referring to, or changing service related information is called as Device configuration management.

[114] Control Management: Management work for controlling the home appliance is called as Control Management.

[115] User Alert: By providing an alert signal to the DM client, the DM server may inform detail of the management work to the user, or obtain permission from the user. That is,
by interaction with the user, the server can provide improved management work.

Diagnostic and Monitoring: During the user uses the home appliance, the home appliance may cause poor performance or malfunction. The server is required to perceive, or able to perceive, such a state in advance, and provide a secure product use environment to the user by taking an action proper to the state perceived thus. Such work is called as diagnostic and monitoring.

Firmware Update Management: Management work carried out in a case a trouble, a functional change, or updating of firmware takes place at a home appliance after sold by a manufacturer.

Software Component Management: Management work carried out for installing, updating, or erasing a software component from the home appliance.

Backup and Restore Management: Management work carried out for backing-up/restoring data on the home appliance to the DM server.

In the meantime, the server 10 may be installed distributed to many places. For an example, a server 1 may be installed in Korea and a server 2 may be installed in the USA.

And, the server may be separated into a plurality of servers according to services of the servers. FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic view of an example of the server 10 separated into a DM server, a Notify server, a DL server, an ONM server, and a Legacy server. Thus, if the server is separated according to services of the servers, when a particular service is carried out, the DM server may prepare for, or carry out other service. Accordingly, a plurality of services may be processed at a time.

In carrying out services, the servers may access to respective service objects to carry out respective services, directly.

Some of the servers may be made to be able to access to service objective home appliances, directly. For an example, the notify server can transmit a notice to the service objective home appliance directly, and the DL server can transmit upgraded firmware to the service objective home appliance, directly.

The server 10 may have a configuration varied with detail of the management service. For an example, if the detail of the management service is the firmware update only, since the service can be made by the DM server, the notify server, and the DL server, the other servers may not be necessary. And, if it is arranged that the service is carried out without a notification procedure on the firmware update to the user, the notify server may not be necessary.

Though the embodiment suggests a configuration of the server as shown in FIG. 2 as an example, taking the firmware update, the software (Inclusive of different contents) management, the home appliance diagnosis, the home appliance monitoring, refrigerator expiry date notification, refrigerator food list provision, washing course
upgrade into account, the present invention is not limited to the configuration of the
server as shown in FIG. 2.

[126] A configuration and a communication environment of each of online systems will be
described in more detail. All of the following details may not be essential ones to be
provided without fail. And, there may be configurations added to the following
contents by description made on other portions of the specification.

[127] (1) The Server may have the following configuration.

[128] 1) DM Server

[129] The DM Server provides a service of giving a management order to the DM client.
That is, by means of the management order, the DM Server provides a management
function of processing firmware update (Modem firmware/OS) management work,
software management work, diagnostic management work, and so on, remotely. The
DM Server may include a Session Management region, a Security Management region,

[130] 2) DL server

[131] The DL server transmits a file to the DL client. That is, the DL server provides a
function in which the DL server transmits information on the file intended to transmit
through a DD (Download Descriptor), for the DL client to download the file, exactly.
In this instance, the DL client is the home appliance which downloads the file. In the
files downloaded thus, there are a firmware update package and a software
management package. The DL server may include a Session Management region, a
Package Management region, and a Download region.

[132] 3) ONM Server or User Portal

[133] The ONM Server provides a service of interfacing with the DM or DL and the
Legacy servers, and embodying a business logic. The manager may give a
management order, or refer to management information, through a management web
page of the ONM Server.

[134] The User Portal provides some of the functions of the ONM Server to the user. In
this instance, the functions of the ONM Server are embodied through the open API of
the DM Server. The user may request the management service to the DM Server
through the user portal.

[135] 4) Legacy Server

[136] Representative Legacy Servers the ONM Server is operated interrelated thereto are a
server having terminal information transmitted thereto and a server having user in-
formation transmitted thereto. That is, the legacy server transmits the user information
or the home appliance information to the ONM Server for providing information to
embody the business logic.

[137] 5) Notification Server
The notification server transmits a notification message from the DM server to the home appliance. The notification server may include a Session Generation region, and a Schedule Management region.

If the home appliance is in a private network, in order to maintain connection to the home appliance, a Connection Manager may be required specially provided to a server side. The home appliance may request a TCP connection after booted automatically, and the connection manager maintains the TCP connection requested thus. The DM Server transmits the notification message through this.

6) Open API

An application at a mobile communication terminal, such as a smart phone, may manage the home appliances through the open API provided by the DM Server, remotely. The Open API will be described, later.

(2) The home appliance may include the following configuration.

1) Communication Module

The home appliance has the communication module mounted thereto. Kinds of the communication module are not limited. The communication module may be a wired communication module or a wireless communication module.

As an example, the communication module may be a communication module from which WiFi is available, or communication module from which PLC communication or Zigbee available.

2) DM client

The DM client provides a main service of carrying out the management order from the DM Server. That is, in response to the management order from the DM Server, the DM client provides the management functions of processing the firmware update management work, the software management work, the diagnosis management work, and the control management work, remotely.

FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram showing an example in which the DM client is mounted to the home appliance. In a case of the home appliance having a TFT display provided thereto, the DM client may be mounted to a circuit board (Display board) of the TFT. The main board in FIG. 3 is a circuit board for carrying out an original function of the home appliance. For an example, in general, the washing machine may have a main controller provided to a main board for controlling a water supply valve, and a motor connected to a drum for carrying out washing.

Though the DM client may be mounted to the main board of the home appliance, it is favorable that the DM client is mounted to a display board because a display window may be used more frequently for requesting the management service.

3) DL client

The DL client provides main service of downloading a package file (Firmware
update package, Software management package, and so on) from the DL server. The
DL client receives a download server URL from the DM client, accesses to a download
server, takes a DD (Download Descriptor) from the download server, and carries out
the download.

4) Agent

The agent provides a service of carrying out a management service order requested
from the home appliance according to detail of the management service. For an
example, an update agent provides a service of producing new firmware by using an
update package downloaded for firmware updating. The update agent may be
embodied in a variety of modes by manufacturers.

5) Bootstrap

The home appliance may include bootstrap information, which will be described in
detail in a bootstrap procedure to be described, later.

6) Daemon

The Daemon may provide a service of processing the home appliance making
periodic access to the server. It is preferable that the Daemon always maintains a turn
on state as far as the home appliance does not have a power cord unplugged therefrom.
For an example, even if power to the washing machine is in a turn off state, as far as
the power cord of the washing machine is connected to a socket thereof, the Daemon
can always maintain the turn on state. If it is necessary to turn on the power to the
washing machine by request from the server, the Daemon can transmit an order to the
main board to turn on the power.

7) UI (User Interface)

There may be a case permission from the user is required for carrying out the
management service, and a case the user requests the management service through the
home appliance. As the user interface, a TFT LCD window of the home appliance may
be used. Especially, the user interface may be provided to a touch LCD or an LCD
display. A display screen may be provided to have a frame of the management service
popped-up thereon. Such a management service frame may be provided to input the
user ID and the password thereto. In this instance, the user ID and the password may
be the user ID and the password given at the time of signup to the user site. A server
system can identify the user with the user ID and the password. At the time a service is
requested through a terminal, the terminal may transmit the user ID and the password,
the device ID, and service requesting information to the server.

However, the user interface is not provided to all the home appliances. This is
because embodying interface for the management service in addition to the user
interface required for carrying out an original function of the home appliance may
require large expense and space.
For an example, embodying character or the like input means, or a display unit for displaying a large amount of information, may not be easy for the home appliance, such as the laundry machine, the air conditioner, the cleaner, the oven, and so on.

Therefore, in order to carry out the management service of the home appliance, an external terminal, such as the smart phone, may be required. This is because the external terminal, such as the smart phone, has the communication module, a memory, OS, the input means, and display unit for itself. Recently, the external terminal with the touch LCD or LED has come into wide use. Therefore, a limitation on the user interface the home appliance has may be supplemented or extended by the external terminal. A detailed example will be described, later.

(3) A communication environment between the home appliances and the server will be described.

Basically, as far as suitable for carrying out the management service, kinds of the communication environment do not matter.

FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic showing an example in which the home appliance having a wireless Internet communication module applied thereto communicates with the server 10 through an AP (Access Point) and the Internet network.

Upon reviewing a communication path starting from the home appliance 20 to the server 10, the communication path after the AP is a public Internet network, and the communication path before the AP is a private Internet network. The home appliances 21 and 22 are given private IPs from the AP 30 respectively, and the AP 30 itself has a unique IP.

The server 10 also has an IP, which may be a unique IP. Therefore, it is preferable that the communication module of the home appliance, for an example, a WiFi communication module, has the unique IP of the server. The home appliance may access to the IP of the server through the Bootstrap described before to make communication between the two.

Then, in order to make the server 10 to know a position of the home appliance 20 for the server 10 to track the position of the home appliance 20, the DM client may keep providing signal to the DM Server. The AP 30 transmits port information the home appliance is connected thereto and the unique IP information of the AP 30 itself to the DM Server, by using the information, the DM Server becomes to know the position of the DM client. Of course, it may be viable that the home appliance may also transmit information on the AP30, and the port information connected to the AP 30 to the server 10 through the AP. Accordingly, if the home appliance 20 transmits the device ID information together with above information to the server, the server system becomes to know which home appliance is at which position, and can access to the home appliance by using the information. In this instance, the user ID and the password may also be
transmitted together with above information.

Eventually, the server 10 becomes to know the position of a particular home appliance 20 of a particular user. Therefore, if a particular management service is requested to the server through the home appliance or the external terminal of the user, the server can determine the particular home appliance and carry out the particular management service, easily.

(4) Admin Portal

Though the Admin Portal is not positively required, the Admin Portal enables the manager to carry out the management work, effectively. For an example, in a case of the firmware update, a manager who updates and registers the firmware and a manager who inspects the firmware update file registered thus may cooperate with each other through the Admin Portal. The Admin Portal may include a Firmware Upgrade Process region, a Software Upgrade Process region, a Device Management region, a System Admin region, and a Statistics region.

Detail and procedure of the management service will be described.

(1) Signup and the Home Appliance Activation.

FIG. 4 illustrates a schematic view of the signup and activation.

As described before, if the user accesses to, and signs up the user site 60, the user may be given the user ID and the password.

The Home Appliance Activation may be a procedure for registering the user’s home appliance to the server 10. A display screen of the home appliance may have a window which enables the user to input the user ID, the password, and so on pops up. The user may carry out the activation procedure through the window. When the user inputs the user ID, and the password to the window, and inputs an activation order, the home appliance transmits the user ID, the password, the device ID, and the characteristic information of the home appliance to the user site 60. In this instance, the home appliance 20 may have the user ID, and the password inputted thus stored therein. According to this, the user ID, and the password may be used for certification of the user.

The device ID may have been inputted to the home appliance already, or is generated within the home appliance automatically when the activation procedure is carried out. Or, it is possible to make the home appliance to generate the device ID automatically when the home appliance is newly bought and turned on for the first time.

As the characteristic information on the home appliance, there may be model information, a product code, a manufactured date, a manufactured product number, and so on of the home appliance.

And, in the activation procedure, the home appliance may transmit the password of the home appliance, a service URL, a server ID and password. Of the information
transmitted to the user site 60 in the activation procedure, the information excluding the user ID, and the password may be generated at the home appliance 20 automatically, or in an already inputted state inputted.

[180] In the activation procedure, the information described before may be received at the user site 60 from the home appliance 20. The user site registers the home appliance at the user ID. According to this, the user site may have the home appliances 20 the user uses registered at each user ID.

[181] Then, the user site 60 transmits the user ID, the password, the device ID, the characteristic information on the home appliance to the server 10. In this instance, the ID and the password of the server may be transmitted, altogether.

[182] The server 10 carries out certification on the information transmitted thus at first. Accordingly, when the certification is passed, the user ID, the password, the device ID, and the characteristic information of the product are registered to the server. In this instance, the device password may also be transmitted, altogether.

[183] The activation procedure may be made regardless of place if a state of a communication environment is provided, in which access to the server and the user site is possible. For an example, a seller from whom you have bought a product may carry out the activation procedure for you.

[184] (2) User's Service Request

[185] The user may request the service at a display screen of the home appliance intended to have the service provided thereto. For an example, after making a frame of the desired service to pop up on the display screen of the home appliance 20, the service request may be made after inputting the user ID and the password. In this instance, the home appliance may transmit the user ID, and the password, together with information on the service request.

[186] Moreover, the user may request the desired service through the user site 60, too. The user site may have a web page provided thereto for the user to request the management service thereto, and the user may also request the desired management service at the web page. Upon reception of the service request from the user, the user site may transmit information on the service request to the server system. In this instance, the user ID, the password, and the device ID may be transmitted, altogether.

[187] Moreover, the user may call a client call center to make the service request. The client call center may be made to receive the management service with an ARS system.

[188] In the meantime, the service request may be made through the mobile communication terminal (The external terminal), such as the smart phone. FIG. 5A illustrates a block diagram showing an example in which a smart phone application is downloaded for having the management service. FIG. 5B illustrates a diagram showing an example in which the service request is made through the smart phone, the client
call center, or the home appliance.

In a case the service request is made through the smart phone, after putting the management service application installed at the smart phone into operation, the user may input the user ID, and the password, and then, may request the service. The smart phone may transmit information on the service request to the server system for requesting the service, together with the user ID, the password, and the device ID.

Upon requesting the remote management service for the home appliance to the DM Server with different methods describe above, the DM Server carries out the remote management service for the home appliance. Upon finishing the remote management service, the home appliance informs finishing of the service to the DM Server. In a case the service request is made not from the home appliance, but from the external terminal or the like, the DM Server informs finishing of the service to the external terminal.

Accordingly, the user can request the remote management service of the home appliance and notice a result of the request through the external terminal directly, without passing through the home appliance.

(3) Firmware Update

The Firmware Update is a service provided by a manufacturer for updating an error taken place in product development or a firmware improvement. The Firmware Update may be generated by an update package generator of the manufacturer, and the update package generated thus is transmitted to relevant products through the DM/DL clients.

The update package transmitted to the product thus may be stored at a reserved address of a designated flash memory, and, in this instance, a size of the update package may be limited by the manufacturer or the enterpriser.

FIG. 6 illustrates a diagram showing a service procedure for updating the firmware update package. The procedure will be described with reference to FIG. 6.

1. Generate Update Package: If a matter to change the firmware takes place, the manufacturer generates new firmware. An update package is generated, which has a difference between the new firmware and the firmware of the present version written thereon.

2. Register Update Package: The manufacturer register the Update Package generated thus to a system of the enterpriser.

3. Request for Test: The Update Package registered thus is subjected to a test procedure of the manufacturer before transmission to the home appliance.

4. Request for Distribution: The Update Package passed through the test is registered to the DL server for distribution to the home appliances.

5. Request for Notification: The DM Server request transmission of a notification message for carrying out registered work.
6. Transmission of the Notification Message: The notification message is transmitted to the home appliance.

7. Request for Downloading, and Installation of the Update Package: The home appliance having the Update Package downloaded thereon is re-started. (Depending on cases, the update may be made before the re-start).

8. Firmware Update: Update of the home appliance is carried out by using UA.

9. Notification of a Result of the Firmware Update: The home appliance notifies the DM server of a result of the Firmware Update.

The DM client of the home appliance is interrelated to the DM Server by using the OMA DM protocol, and the Firmware Update is made by the DM client and an FUMO Agent in interrelation to each other.

Starting main bodies of the firmware update procedure are the DM Server and the user, and a DM session mode can support both Background/Foreground.

In a case the DM Server starts the firmware update procedure, upon receiving a notification message from the DM Server, the DM client can start. In this instance, downloading and updating may be carried out at a time. That is, right after downloading the update package, update running (FUMO Node : DownloadAndUpdate) may be carried out through the UA.

In a case the user starts firmware update procedure, the user can input to carry out the update running (FUMO Node : DownloadAndUpdate) through a menu item on a display screen of the home appliance.

(4) Software Management

The software management is management work of addition, updating, and erasure of software. User software may be installed at a file system region (including internal/external memory) of the terminal.

FIG. 7 illustrates a diagram showing a procedure for software management by using which a Push type service is available. The procedure shown in FIG. 7 will be described.

1. Software Management Package Generation: A software manufacturer develops software and generates a management (Distribution) package in conformity with a relevant OS.

2. Management Package Registration: The software manufacturer registers the management package generated thus to the server.

3. Test Request: The management package generated thus is tested.

4. Distribution Request: Distribution of the management package having finished the test thus is requested.

5. Notification Request: The DM server request transmission of a notification message for carrying out registered work.
6. Notification Message Transmission: The notification message is transmitted to the terminal.


8. Management Package Work: Installation of the management package downloaded thus is requested to an Installer of a relevant OS at a desired option by an SCoMO Agent, and the relevant OS Installer installs/updates the management package at the user file system region.

9. Management Work Result Notification: The DM client at the terminal notifies the DM Server of a result of the management work.

The DM client at the terminal and the DM Server are interrelated to each other by the OMA DM protocol, and the DM client at the terminal manages the software in interrelation with the SCoMO Agent to each other.

A starting main body of the software management procedure may be the DM Server, and the DM session mode can support both Backgroun/Foregroun. By receiving a Notification Message from the DM Server, the terminal may make the DM client to start. In this instance too, both the download and the update may be carried out at a time. That is, right after downloading the management package file, the management work (SCoMO Node : DownloadInstalInactive or DownloadInstal) is made to be carried out through the SCoMO Agent.

(5) Home Appliance Control Management (Product Control)

A product can be controlled, remotely. The control management may be started by the DM Server, and may be operated in a Background. Therefore, interaction with the user through an MMI and occurrence of an interrupt may not be taken into account.

In a case of the refrigerator, a refrigerating chamber temperature, a freezing chamber temperature, a convertible room temperature or mode (Frozen food mode, Meat mode, Vegetable mode and so on), Express freezing (Including turning on/off), refrigerating chamber operation mode control (General mode, Test mode, LQC mode, display mode, smart diagnosis mode, and so on), and dispenser control (Fragmented ice mode, water mode, cubic ice mode, and so on) may be control items.

In a case of the washing machine, power turn on/off, putting into operation, operation turn off and so on may be control items. Along with this, a scheduled operation change, and a washing course detailed option change may also be the control items. Moreover, controlling the crumple preventive function to be carried out after finishing the washing course is also possible. Such control management may be made through the DM Server via the open API by using a smart phone application.

FIG. 8 illustrates a diagram showing a control management procedure, which will be described in detail.
1. Referring to control items/Request for Running: The manager (Or the user) requests work of the referring to control items/request for running to the ONM server by using a management frame on the ONM server.

2. Work Registration and Notification Request: The ONM server requests the control/operation work and notification of the same to the home appliance by means of a Notification message to the DM Server.

3. Notification Request: The DM Server requests the Notify server to notify a product.


5. Carrying out Control Work: The home appliance receives the notification message from the DM Server, accesses to the DM Server, and carries out the control work.

   The DM client at the home appliance interrelates to the DM Server by using the OMA DM protocol to each other, and the control is managed by the DM client at the home appliance and the control Agent in interrelation with each other.

6. A start main body of the control management may be the DM Server, and the DM session mode may be a Background. The DM Client starts the control management upon reception of the Notification Message from the DM Server.

(6) Diagnosis

The diagnosis is a service for diagnosing the home appliance. For an example, when it appears that the washing machine has a problem of having gone wrong, the user may request the diagnosis service. Upon reception of a diagnosis order, the washing machine puts a diagnosis program into operation to collect data required for the diagnosis.

The home appliance may collect event data or log data during normal operation. The data may be utilized as the diagnosis data. That is, collection of the diagnosis data can be made even if there is no diagnosis request. For an example, if an event takes place, in which the drum of the washing machine does not rotate, such an event data may be recorded and conserved. According to this, if there is the diagnosis request, the washing machine may drive the diagnosis program together with the data collected and recorded thus and may transmit a result of the drive to the server system, together with the collected data.

In a case of the washing machine, the diagnosis data may include a motor net acting ratio, a power data loaded on the washing machine, a tub or drum inside temperature data, a data on operation of a water supply valve, a data on operation of a drain valve, and so on.

And, in a case of the refrigerator, the diagnosis data may include a data on operation of a cooling fan, a refrigerating chamber or freezing chamber temperature data, a data
on operation of a compressor, a data on operation of different valves, such as an expansion valve, a data on operation of an ice maker, and so on.

Along with this, the diagnosis data may include a data on operation of the display unit or the input unit which fall under the user interface, and a data on operation of a water level sensor (In a case of the washing machine), and different temperature sensors (For an example, a sensor for sensing a tub inside temperature of the washing machine, and a temperature sensor in the refrigerating chamber or the freezing chamber of the refrigerator).

The diagnosis data may include information on an order run time period, and a data produced time. The diagnosis data may be transmitted to the server, and the server may start an analysis program to provide a result of diagnosis.

The diagnosis request may be made through the smart phone, or access from the client center to the server system upon user's request to the client center. And, if an error takes place at the home appliance, as the error information is transmitted to the server, the diagnosis may be made.

The open API interface for the diagnosis may be designed to provide a start interface only. According to this, interruption after starting the diagnosis may not be provided.

FIG. 9 illustrates a diagram showing a procedure for the diagnosis, which will be described as follows. Since the diagnosis procedure may be the same with a monitoring procedure to be described later, the monitoring procedure is shown in FIG. 9, all together.

1. Diagnosis/Monitoring Setting Request: The manager (Or the user) requests conditions and starting of running of the diagnosis/monitoring by using a management frame at the diagnosis server.

2. Work Registration and Notification Request: The management server requests the DM server to request the condition and the starting of running and requests notification of the same for making the diagnosis/monitoring.

3. Notification Request: The DM Server requests the Notify server to notify the terminal.


5. Diagnosis/Monitoring Setting: The DM Server requests the conditions and the starting of running for making diagnosis/monitoring to the DM client.

6. Diagnosis/Monitoring Result Notification /Referring to Data: Upon finishing the diagnosis /monitoring, the DM client (DiagMonAgent) at the terminal notifies (Alert message) the DM server of a result of the diagnosis /monitoring.

The starting main body of the diagnosis/monitoring management may be the DM server or the user, the DM session mode may be a Background.
If the DM server is the starting main body, the DM client starts the diagnosis/monitoring upon reception of the Notification Message from the DM server. And, if the user is the starting main body, the user starts the diagnosis/monitoring on the frame of the home appliance, and the home appliance runs the DM client after finishing the diagnosis/monitoring.

In the meantime, another mode of embodiment for carrying out the diagnosis will be described. The embodiment is related to user’s transmission of operation sound or diagnosis sound to the server. For an example, the user may transmit the operation sound generated when the home appliance is in operation or the diagnosis sound for diagnosing the home appliance to the server system through the mobile communication terminal. The server system analyzes the operation sound or the diagnosis sound to diagnose the home appliance. The user may embody the transmission of the operation sound or the diagnosis sound to the server system in a variety of methods. For an example, when the user makes telephone call to the service center, and transmits the operation sound or the diagnosis sound of the home appliance through a receiver of the mobile communication terminal, the service center may transmit the operation sound or the diagnosis sound to the server.

The service center may be provided with an ARS system for automatic transmission of the operation sound or the diagnosis sound. The user may use a mobile communication terminal (For an example, the smart phone) having a diagnosis program installed thereto. That is, it may be possible to transmit the diagnosis sound to the server by using a diagnosis program installed to the mobile communication terminal. In this instance, the diagnosis sound may be transmitted to the server directly, or the user site may transmit the diagnosis sound to the server upon reception of the diagnosis sound from the user.

The server system may have a program for carrying out analysis and diagnosing the operation sound. The program may analyze the diagnosis sound data to convert the data into an error code or state information. The server system may transmit a result of such diagnosis to the mobile communication terminal of the user or the home appliance.

(7) Monitoring

Monitoring is a service related to monitoring of the home appliance. Upon reception of monitoring request, the home appliance may transmit a monitoring data to the server system.

For an example, upon requesting the washing machine for the monitoring data, the washing machine runs the monitoring program to collect the monitoring data, and transmits the same to the server. In this instance, the monitoring data may include information on a monitoring order run time period, and a monitoring data produced time
period. And, it may be made that, if there is the monitoring run request, the monitoring data is transmitted repeatedly once the monitoring is started.

[259] In a case of the refrigerator, whether the refrigerator is in the express freezing state or not, a Hygiene state (For an example, whether the hygiene state is turned on or off), a refrigerator operation mode, a dispenser state, an error state, a door open/closure state may be included to monitoring items. In a case of the washing machine, an operation state, a remaining time period of a course under operation, an initial set time period, a kind of washing course, a rinsing level, a spinning RPM, a set temperature for carrying out the course, and a scheduled operation time period may be included to the monitoring items.

[260] The monitoring service may be requested through the smart phone, and referring to a result of the request may be possible.

[261] The open API interface for monitoring may be designed to provide both starting and finishing interfaces.

[262] The monitoring procedure may be as shown in FIG. 9.

[263] Thus, an embodiment of a home appliance and an online system including the same which can embody the present invention have been described with reference to FIGS. 2 to 9.

[264] A home appliance communication connection method and a configuration for this will be described with reference to FIGS. 1 and 10, in detail.

[265] The home appliance 20 is required to communicate with the server 10, ultimately. For this, the home appliance 20 is required to communicate with an AP 30 in a home at first. Therefore, the home appliance 20 is required to have the communication module mounted or connected thereto. In detail, the communication module may be a WiFi communication module 25.

[266] At first, power is applied to the home appliance 20 through a power selection unit 140 at the control panel 100 of the home appliance 20. In this instance, the power is applied to the WiFi communication module 25, too.

[267] Referring to FIG. 10, the control panel 10 may have the state indicating unit 130 provided thereto. In the meantime, the state indicating unit 130 may be a touch display. The touch display indicates all states of the home appliance, and by touching the display, most of operation and conditions can be selected as well as can input characters and numerals. In this instance, by displaying a key pad on the touch display, the user can make such input to the key pad.

[268] According to this, entire input means and display means may be omitted from the control panel 100 except the power button 140 which applies power to the home appliance and the touch display 130.

[269] Owing to such functions of the touch display, the user can make the communication
connection of the home appliance to the server, easily.

[270] FIG. 11 illustrates a diagram showing a touch display of the laundry machine as an embodiment of such a touch display 130, particularly an initial frame.

[271] The touch display 130 includes a main frame region 210, an indicator region 220, and a button region 230, partitioned from one another.

[272] Basically, the main region may display basic courses provided in default. Along with this, the main region may display a user set course, and an updated course. If there are many courses, an arrow mark may be displayed on both sides of the main region. By touching the arrow mark 211, the user may notice the courses, in succession.

[273] As an example, FIG. 11 illustrates 6 default courses. In this instance, it is preferable whether the courses displayed thus are default courses or not. Therefore, it is preferable that the courses are displayed on a particular portion, for an example, upper side. That is, it is preferable that, by displaying"Basically provided courses"or"Default courses"On the upper side of the main region, the user may be able to notice that the courses displayed presently are what kinds of courses.

[274] And, it is preferable that, if the course display is noticed in left/right directions in succession, an indication of order is displayed for indicating the courses displayed presently are courses of which portion. For an example, FIG. 11 illustrates six circular icons 212. It may be said that one icon is matched to one washing course or a drying course. By selecting the icon, a course selection can be made. A color of a particular icon may be displayed different from other icons, enabling the user to notice that the course is which part of courses. For an example, by making a color of the default courses different from a color of user courses, the user can make characteristics of the courses distinctive, easily. And, the user can make such courses distinctive from the updated courses.

[275] Basically, the default courses are made to be displayed on a left side, and the user designated courses and the updated courses may be displayed as the frame goes to the right side the more. According to this, it may be made such that the color of the circular icon positioned further right is changed if the right side arrow mark is pressed. By displaying that the courses are custom cycle or custom course on the upper side of the main region if the user designated courses are displayed, the touch display may be made to indicate that the user courses are displayed, presently.

[276] In the meantime, the user may notice presently updated courses among the user courses. Moreover, the user may also verify the updated courses with icon marks and course names.

[277] The indicator region 220 may be provided to display at least one of WiFi connection indication, smart grid use indication, and Zigbee connection indication. The Zigbee may be a communication module provided to connect to a power company to receive
power information. FIG. 11 illustrates the indicator region 220 indicating states of WiFi connection, smart grid use, and a Zigbee connection.

[278] The button region 230 may display different input means 231, 232, 233, 234, and 235. By touching the input means, a desired function can be embodied. For an example, the button region 230 may display at least one of the input means"THINQ"231 for requesting service in relation to the server, input means "Recent Cycle"232 for verifying course information used many times recently, input means "Guide"233 for providing user manual, input means "Set Up"234 for setting different environments of the laundry machine, and input means "Child Lock"235 for inactivating all input means except a power button. Detail of the display may vary and input means other than above input means may be displayed, as necessary.

[279] In this instance, by selecting the input means "THINQ"231, the course update is possible, which will be described later. That is, by touching the input means 231, the user can apply remote management service to the server. In other words, by selecting or touching the input means provided to the display or the touch display 130, the user can apply the remove management service to the server, personally.

[280] For an example, by selecting the input means 231, the user can request the remote diagnosis, the remote control, and the firmware or software update to the server. Of course, such remote management service is no more than an example, and can be extended further. The remote management service can be requested on the assumption that the laundry machine is communication connected to the server.

[281] In order to make such communication connection easy, the"Set Up"input means 234 may be provided. That is, the user may connect the home appliance to the server through the input means 234.

[282] By selecting the input means 234, WiFi setting or product registration is possible, and for this, the main region 230 may be changed to a frame shown in FIG. 12. Of course, separate from the frame shown in FIG. 11, a frame shown in FIG. 12 may be displayed in a form of a popup window.

[283] Through the frame shown in FIG. 12, SSID (Service Set Identifier, a name of a wireless LAN) information on an accesser point AP 30 and user information for registration of the home appliance is received.

[284] Upon pressing searching/setting of the user AP, SSIDs accessible from the main region can be displayed, and the user selects an SSID which is to be kept connected, for an example, an SSID used in a home. In this instance, if security is set to the wireless LAN, the external terminal is required to input both the SSID selection and a password thereof altogether. Therefore, the SSID information may include a SSID password.

[285] Therefore, by displaying the SSID selected thus on the user AP window, and
inputting the user ID and password registered to the server or the user site, the home appliance can be registered to the server. That is, by receiving the user information and the SSID information, the home appliance can be communication connected to the server through the WiFi communication module.

[286] In this instance, it is preferable that, when the SSID information and the user information are received, the information is stored in the communication module automatically, to make automatic and continuous communication possible without separate WiFi setting. That is, with the information, the WiFi communication module can access to the AP, automatically. Therefore, the home appliance 20 can make wireless LAN communication to a particular AP 30. That is, short range communication is made possible.

[287] In the meantime, the communication module has an address of the server 10 the communication module intends to access. In this instance, it is preferable that the server address is a fixed IP. Therefore, the home appliance 20 is made to communicate with the server 10 through the AP 30. In this instance, the user information and the product information stored in the home appliance already are registered to the server 10 through the AP, automatically.

[288] In this instance, the user information may be information stored in the server 10 through the user site described before. According to this, the server 10 compares the user information and the product information stored therein already through the user site 60 to information received from the laundry machine, and stores the same. With this, the server 10 perceives the particular user and the particular home appliance thereof. Especially, the server 10 can perceive a position of the particular home appliance.

[289] As the laundry machine is WiFi connected to the AP with above steps, the laundry machine can communicate with the server. Upon finishing such connection, a WiFi connection mark is displayed at the indicator region 220 shown in FIG. 11 for the first time.

[290] Then, it is preferable that the WiFi connection is performed automatically as power is applied to the laundry machine. Of course, the WiFi connection may be kept regardless of the power to the laundry machine. However, different from the refrigerator and so on, the laundry machine is a product that does not required continuous connection of the power. Therefore, it is more preferable that the WiFi connection of the laundry machine is performed after the power is applied to the laundry machine, automatically.

[291] If the home appliance is registered to the server, as described before, the home appliance can request the remote management server to the server, directly. And, as described later, the user can request the remote management of the home appliance to the server through the external terminal 40.
The external terminal 40 may have an application provided thereto for requesting and performing at least one of remote control, remote diagnosis, firmware or software update, and monitoring of the home appliance 20.

At the time of an initial performance of the application, the user information is transmitted to the server, and the server can communicate with the home appliances of the user to perform the service requested thus. In the meantime, the application may have serviceable products indicated thereon, and may be provided to select one of the products the user owns, actually. If the user's product is not registered to the server, the server may guide a product registration method through the application.

Requesting and performing the remote management service, particularly, the course update, through the application will be described, in detail.

At first, if the external terminal runs the application, a frame shown in FIG. 13 may be displayed. The user can request different management services to the server through the frame.

FIG. 13 illustrates a diagram showing Smart Diagnosis, Smart Access (Remote control), Smart Adapt (Course update) and Laundry Guide menus as an example. It is preferable that one of the menus is included, and other menus may also be included.

If the user presses the Smart Adapt, a frame is displayed for log in the server, as shown in FIG. 14, as an example. The user selects a country (Server selection,"Current residence") with this frame, and accesses to the server by inputting the user ID and password. Of course, the log in frame may be displayed only in the initial log in, and may log in automatically, thereafter. However, since other person may run the application freely, it is preferable that the application is logged in upon reception of at least the user password every time the application is run.

Upon pressing the log-in menu, the server determines whether the user is registered or not. If not, the external terminal may display the user site to request user's registration, or may connect to the user site, directly. Of course, a user site mark ("us.smartting.com") may also be displayed on the log-in frame.

By pressing the user site address mark, the user can access to the user site, and may have the user ID and the password given thereto. With above steps, the user may register to the server. The user site may have addresses different with servers. For an example, for every country and every language used, the server addresses may different from one another.

If the server has the user registered thereto, the server will know whether the user's home appliances are registered or not. Therefore, the external terminal will display the home appliances registered thus if any. If the registered home appliances are plural, the user may select a particular one of the home appliances for having service provided thereto. Then, the user may request the management service for the particular product
through the application.

In the meantime, if the user's home appliance is not registered to the server, the server indicates that the user's home appliances are not registered through the popup window or the like. Accordingly, the user can understand a home appliance registration method through the external terminal for registration of the home appliances to the server, easily.

In detail, the user may select "How to register" shown in FIG. 14 or 15 on the external terminal 40 to register the product to the server.

FIG. 15 illustrates a diagram showing a frame of an external terminal displayed if a user's product is not registered. Accordingly, by pressing the "How to register", the user may be guided on "How to register" a product to the server. As described before, the method may be embodied by pressing the "Set up" input means at the touch display 130.

In this instance, it is preferable that the registration of the home appliance to the server is made, through the home appliance directly, but not through the external terminal 40. This is because, though the user can be specified with the user ID or the like, it is liable that an error may take place in specifying the home appliance.

As described before, though the home appliance may be specified with the device ID or the like, the user is liable to register the home appliance wrongly through the external terminal even if the user knows the device ID. That is, the user is liable to specify, not his (her) home appliance, but other's home appliance. Therefore, it is preferable that the device ID is, not information the user inputs through the input means, but information to be transmitted/received among the home appliance, the server, and the external terminal through communication only.

The application may be one for a particular product group, for an example, the laundry machine, or a particular product, for an example, a washing machine. Therefore, user's running of the application implies user's desire of service for the particular product group or the particular product. Therefore, the user's running of the application implies that the user inputs the user information on the particular product group or the particular product to log in the server. Therefore, after log in, the server determines whether the home appliance is registered to the server together with the user information.

If the description is made easy, the course updating implies updating the washing machine with a new course through the external terminal, such as the application at the smart phone. Alike the default courses, the user may select the updated course and run the updated course at the laundry machine. In order to make this easy, the server is provided between the smart phone and the washing machine.

As described with reference to FIGS. 13 and 14, the user may transmit the user in-
formation to the server to log in the server through the external terminal. If the application is for service of the particular product, for an example, the course update of the laundry machine, in the step of log in, the user information will be received at the server.

If the application is for service of many products, only the user information will be received at the server in the step of log in. As the user selects a particular product after the step of log in, information on the particular product will be received at the server. Eventually, if a service objective product is selected after finishing log in, or after log in, the user can request remote management service of the objective product. This is because the server can specify the home appliance of the user registered to the server with the user information.

FIG. 16 illustrates a diagram showing an example in which the washing machine and the dryer are displayed on the external terminal in a case the washing machine and the dryer are registered to the server. Accordingly, the user may select a product from the displayed products you desire the course update. If only one product is registered, the user may select only the product.

If any one of the washing machine and the dryer is selected, the server can specify the product selected thus is whose, and connected to which AP.

In detail, the user may select a laundry machine of which course update is desired, and request the service to the server through the external terminal. The server receives such request, and transmits information on an updatable course provided to be applicable to the product with reference to the user information and the product information to the external terminal. The external terminal receives the updatable course information from the server and displays the same on the external terminal.

FIG. 17 illustrates a diagram showing an example in which the updatable courses are displayed on the external terminal.

The user may select one particular course from at least one updatable course through the external terminal. If the user selects the particular course, the external terminal transmits selected course information to the server.

The server receives the particular course update request through the external terminal and updates a course of the laundry machine by communication with the laundry machine.

In the meantime, the server may determine whether the laundry machine has an updated course presently or not. This is because the course update is performed through the server, the server has such an update history stored therein. That is, this is because the server has information on update request through the laundry machine or the external terminal, update completion, and updated detail.

Therefore, it is preferable that the server transmits existing updated course in-
formation, and newly updatable information, with the existing updated course information made distinctive from the newly updatable information. With this, it is preferable that the external terminal displays the existing updated course information, and the newly updatable information, with the existing updated course information made distinctive from the newly updatable information.

FIG. 17 illustrates a diagram showing an example the laundry machine has the existing updated course, and FIG. 18 illustrates a diagram showing an example after a new course is updated.

For an example, of the courses shown in FIG. 17, an uppermost course may indicate the existing update course. That is, this course is indicated as an updated course used presently. And, newly updatable courses are displayed made distinctive from one another. FIG. 17 illustrates 6 newly updatable courses. The newly updatable courses may be noticed with scroll and selected.

For an example, the user may select a particular course ("Bag tangled2") shown in FIG. 17. The external terminal may transmit information selected thus to the server, and the server may update the course selected thus to the laundry machine. And, if the updating is finished, update finishing information is transmitted from the laundry machine to the server. And, the server also transmits the update finishing information to the external terminal.

Upon finishing the updating, as shown in FIG. 18, the external terminal may display an update finished course as a presently using course. That is, if the course ("Bag tangled2") displayed at a third position from a top in FIG. 17 is selected and updated, the updated course is displayed as the presently using course after finishing the updating.

In this instance, characteristics of the update courses may be indicated with forms of icons. And, newly updatable courses may be informed to the user each with an indication of a New that the courses are newly provided courses. Of course, brief characteristic or description of the courses may be displayed.

In the meantime, if the user selects the new course and finishes update at the frame shown in FIG. 18, the presently using course is replaced with the newly updated courses. And, an erased course may be displayed as an updatable course, again. Of course, in this case, not only the external terminal, but also the update course displayed at the main region 210 of the display of the laundry machine is also replaced.

In other words, the laundry machine may have only one course menu allocated thereto for updating a course. Of course, in order to update a plurality of courses, the laundry machine may have a plurality of course menus allocated thereto. However, the updating course may be, not a general course, but a course set to be used in a specific purpose or a very special situation. And, such courses may be upgraded consistently.
And, by adding a numeral to the course to indicate whether the course is upgraded or not, an upgrade history may be made to be displayed. According to this, the user may select an optimal update course provided presently as necessary, and use this for the laundry machine.

[325] In the meantime, the user can update the course of the home appliance, particularly, the laundry machine, through the external terminal, easily and conveniently. Of course, communication data quantity between the external terminal and the server is not substantial. This is because data on basic information, such as desired service information, user information, product information, the present state of the laundry machine, and so on will be transmitted and received. Therefore, even at a place a communication environment is comparatively poor, the user can update the home appliance through the external terminal, easily.

[326] Opposite to this, data for course updating is transmitted between the laundry machine and the server. The laundry machine can be communication connected to the server through the AP in the home, securely. Accordingly, even if a comparatively large quantity of data can be transmitted between the laundry machine and the server.

[327] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and variations can be made in the present invention without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention cover the modifications and variations of this invention provided they come within the scope of the appended claims and their equivalents.

**Industrial Applicability**

[328] Described in the detailed description of the present invention.
Claims

[Claim 1] A method for using an online system comprising the steps of:
log in a server by transmitting user information to the server through an external terminal;
selecting a laundry machine of which course updating is desired through the external terminal and transmitting the same to the server;
receiving updatable course information from the server, and displaying the information on the external terminal;
selecting an updating desired course through the external terminal, and transmitting selected course information to the server; and
updating the laundry machine with the selected course through the server.

[Claim 2] The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the server transmits updatable course information provided applicable to the laundry machine based on selected laundry machine information to the external terminal.

[Claim 3] The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the server transmits existing updated course information and newly updatable course information of the laundry machine to the external terminal, with the existing updated course information made distinctive from the newly updatable course information.

[Claim 4] The method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the external terminal displays the existing updated course information and the newly updatable course information, with the existing updated course information made distinctive from the newly updatable course information.

[Claim 5] The method as claimed in claim 4, wherein, if the external terminal selects the newly updatable course, the existing updated course is replaced with the selected new course to update the existing updated course of the laundry machine.

[Claim 6] The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the user information includes user ID and password registered to the server.

[Claim 7] The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the server is plural, and the user can select a server the user is to access through the external terminal.

[Claim 8] The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the server includes a step for determining whether the laundry machine of the user is registered or
not after log in, and transmitting a result of the determination to the external terminal.

[Claim 9] The method as claimed in claim 8, wherein the external terminal indicates the user to be able to select a registered laundry machine, if any.

[Claim 10] The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the external terminal indicates a method for registering the laundry machine to the server if there is no registered laundry machine.

[Claim 11] The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the laundry machine has a WiFi communication module mounted thereto, with a server address for communication with the server.

[Claim 12] The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the laundry machine includes a touch display for displaying input means for connecting the WiFi communication module to the server.

[Claim 13] The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein the SSID information on an AP and the user information are inputted to the touch display, for the WiFi communication module to communicate with the server through the AP, and to register the laundry machine information and the user information to the server, altogether.

[Claim 14] A method for using an online system, comprising the steps of: registering a user to a server by using user information inputted to a user site; inputting the user information to an external terminal provided to enable to update a course of a laundry machine to log in the server; determining whether the laundry machine of the user is registered to the server or not after log in, and transmitting a result of the determination to the external terminal; the external terminal indicating a registered laundry machine for enabling the user to select if any, and indicating a method for registering the laundry machine to the server if there is no registered laundry machine; if a laundry machine of which course update is desired is selected through the external terminal, transmitting information on the selected laundry machine to the server; receiving updatable course information from the server, and displaying the same on the external terminal; selecting an update desired course through the external terminal, and transmitting the selected course information to the server; and
updating the laundry machine with the course selected thus through the server.

[Claim 15] The method as claimed in claim 14, wherein the server transmits existing updated course information and newly updatable course information of the laundry machine to the external terminal, with the existing updated course information made distinctive from the newly updatable course information.

[Claim 16] The method as claimed in claim 15, wherein, if a new course is updated, the external terminal replaces an existing update course with the new update course.

[Claim 17] The method as claimed in claim 15, wherein, if the external terminal selects a newly updatable course, the existing updated course is replaced with the selected new course to update the existing updated course of the laundry machine.

[Claim 18] The method as claimed in claim 14, wherein the laundry machine includes a touch display which displays default courses, user generated courses, and updated courses for enabling the user to select.

[Claim 19] The method as claimed in claim 17, wherein, if the external terminal selects a new updatable course and finishes updating the new updatable course, the touch display of the laundry machine displays the selected new course replacing the existing updated course.

[Claim 20] A recording medium having the method for using an online system as claimed in one of claims 1 to 10, 14, or 15 stored therein.

[Claim 21] An online system comprising:

a server for providing remote management service;
a user site for registering a user by inputting user information thereto, and transmitting the user information to the server, to register the user to the server;
a home appliance having a unique ID for transmitting the user information registered to the user site and the device ID to the user site or the server to register to the server, and communication connected to the server through WiFi communication connection to the AP for receiving remote management service through the server; and
an external terminal having an application mounted thereto which is communication connected to the server, for transmitting the user information and home appliance information desired to have remote management service provided thereto to the server, and requesting the remote management service of the home appliance to the server on
[Claim 22] A laundry machine having remote management service provided thereto through a server, comprising:

- a main controller;
- a display provided to receive user AP information to be communication connected to information on a user registered to a user site; and
- a WiFi communication module for transmitting the user information and the user AP information inputted to the display to the user site to register the laundry machine to the server, and maintaining communication connection to the server for having remote management service requested by the laundry machine through an external terminal communication connected to the server after the registration.

behalf of the home appliance.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LG SMART LAUNDRY &amp; dish washer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Adapt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry Guide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Indicator

Please enter your ID and Password
You registered in us.smartthing.com

Current residence

ID name

Password

Remember me

Log In

How to register

Home i
SMART ACCESS

Don’t register product.
You can notice Product Registration
Method upon Pressing How to
Register Button.

How to register
SMART ACCESS

Please, select the product you want to controlling & monitoring.

Washer

Dryer
### SMART ACCESS

Now, Using a laundry course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Bag tangled1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The bag being tangled during washing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can update 6's laundry courses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Wash Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceptual Evaluation of the Cleanliness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Bag tangled2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The bag being tangled during washing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Bag tangled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Icon</td>
<td>Bag tangled2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The bag being tangled during washing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wash Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceptual Evaluation of the Cleanness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icon</td>
<td>Bag tangled3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The bag being tangled during washing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bag tangled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, Using a laundry course.

You can update 6’s laundry courses.
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